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Celebrate recovery sponsor agreement

This PDF file has been drawn up as a model PDF file that we will prepare for you and you can download it for free on DocDatabase.NET. You can see this Celebrate Refund Sponsors Agreement - mscwired.org PDF file on our site or you can download it as well. Celebrate the Refund Sponsor Agreement - mscwired.org
PDF Review and Download. PDF file for Celebrate Recovery Sponsor Agreement - mscwired.org PDF selected and ready for you by browsing search engines. All rights to this Refund Sponsorship Agreement - mscwired.org file are reserved for who drafted it. celebrate recovery ® © 2011 celebrate recovery ® m09_02
sponsor agreement contact information sponsee name: sponsor name: phone: phone: email: email: celebrate recovery Last update: 4 year ago Download Now! Celebrate a sponsorship agreement for recovery - mscwired.org celebrate a sponsorship recovery agreement - mscwired.org - PDF Viewer You don't currently
have Adobe Reader installed. To view this file, please download Adobe Reader from here. Or, if you want to download the PDF file to your computer, please click here. Abuse Report Download now 14 May I was through 12 steps of Celebrate Recovery five times now, four at First Baptist Church in downtown Dallas.
During this trip, I had three sponsors and sponsored 10 people. I was asked to sponsor others, but for various reasons I disagreed. Here's a description of what I've found key to success: When someone wants to sponsor you... Pray for that. Ask the Holy Ghost to show you the right person; if they divert you, do not be
discouraged. Pray for someone else and ask the next person God places on your heart. Let him choose your sponsor for you. Look for a godly man (or woman... must be of the same sex). I warn you not to ask a stranger. It is best to observe the person and see if his walk coincides with their conversation. God can always
choose someone outside of this parameter, but in my opinion it is reasonable to insight into this personal insight. Note: In C.R., your sponsor must have completed a full 12-step study to qualify. State the reasons for choosing a person when asking. Set your goals and expectations in advance. Why did you choose this
man? What do you want to achieve? What do you expect from the relationship? What are your terms? What timeline? You know your answers before you ask. It will clarify your prayer in step 1 (above) and set the table for a successful journey. Ask the man what they expect from you. What will they need in exchange for
your sponsorship? How are you going to work together on the steps? Where are you going to meet him? How often? What are their conditions? Don't ask for an answer right away. Place the request and then suggest sleeping on it. If terms, set the meeting immediately. Do not wait 12 steps to convene a meeting. Set
level and pray in all your meetings. When you agree to sponsor someone... Ask if they are believers. In S.R. Jesus Christ is our Supreme Power. You will not be able to get to His plan in this regard without leaning both on Him. If they are not believers, you must explain God's plan of salvation and be ready to take them to
Christ. They ask why they thought you were a good sponsor? Check their motives. Take a look at their terms. Consider whether they are good shape before starting work. Set your expectations for the connection. My suggestions include: You (the person asking you) must be in step 12; otherwise we are only
accountability partners. End of discussion. Jesus is your Supreme Power. We agree to supplement confidentiality; open, honest sharing is the basis of the relationship. You are responsible for your own things; I'm not your banker, boarding school, guarantor, driver, toilet or chef. You attend all regular and small group
meetings. You fill in all the questions in the manual before your meetings. You are committed to a detailed, written inventory and a complete change of process. You call me regularly and work with my schedule whenever possible when setting appointments. Agree on a connection schedule (i.e. only steps 4 and 5 or
more?). What is the exit plan; how will sponsorship end? Pray for that. Get some sleep before you agree. If you agree, pray for each other and together during the relationship. Get their responsibility group leader's name, phone and email. Generally... The relationship between the sponsor and the probe should be a
same-sex (too many snakes in the grass in another way). It is best to work with someone in such a struggle, but it is not necessary. Remember that each of you may choose to terminate the connection if it does not grow in your recovery. No hard feelings. Open exit lanes for both sides keep it safe. If the relationship
breaks down, he agreed that you would work temporarily together while a new sponsor was in place. Ecclesiasty 4:9 says: Two people are better than one because they can help each other succeed. (NLT) Having a good relationship with a guardian is central to the success of CR. Joe Tags: dallas's first baptist,
leadership, sponsoring the above question of the difference between being a sponsor and a friend routinely coming to Celebrate Recovery meetings.  Here are some valuable ideas for this sometimes confusing situation... I met friends through a healing and recovery course, then invited them to join me in a 12-step group
that I was leading.  Because I had a few years of recovery under my belt and i was going to the conversation when we came to the 4th and 5th steps (related to the spiritual inventory), and the three of them asked me to invite them.  - I agreed. We all later became involved in the therapeutic process.  At some point, (it is
a little organic), my relationship with each of my spot-goer began to change from sponsor/spot-van relationship to more than one to giving and accepting friendship. My jokes knew I was a little further into life experience and recovery and allowed me to tell the truth in their lives. They engaged in the growth process, but at
the same time I realized that I could not wear the hats of a sponsor and a friend at the same time.  I was in a place where I needed it and was ready to give support more through friendships than through official sponsorship in these three respects. I continued to maintain other relationships with people who spoke mostly
in my life as mentors and sponsors. As a sponsor, one decides to completely cease his own needs for the benefit and growth of another.  That's the difference between being a friend and a sponsor.  In a healthy friendship there is a give and take – each of them has their backs to each other and they hold on to each
other when the weather is difficult. In sponsorship, it's completely sacrificial.  The sponsor is completely different.  One gives to the other, expecting nothing personal in return, except that the spontay continues to make a forehand in his own recovery.  In the end, the sponsor can get a personal benefit from this
relationship, but it's not directly from a bond - usually from the giving of the connection.  In an appropriate relationship between the sponsor/sponsorship, the role of the spokane is not to support the sponsor in any way.  The sponsor must have its own sponsor or mentor. In both friendships and sponsorship, boundaries
must be set. Some are predetermined.  Pre-setting the limit is particularly important with sponsorship. (Celebrated refund recommended use of the Sponsor Agreement.)  In friendships, sometimes these boundaries unfold slowly. Recently, I had a longtime recovery friend, going through another 4th step (spiritual
inventory) asked me to become a sponsor.  I turned down this request because I knew I was going to have to remove my friend's hat, and I really wanted our relationship to be more reciprocal.  I was also out of place on my own journey, where I felt I could give myself the degree necessary to be a good sponsor. The
good sponsor of Spock's relationship is a complete life giving to the spontaneous.  That makes it such a strong bond, and can be so important in growth.  It's through sacrifice. So when someone asks you to sponsor them, ask yourself, can I indulge this man, expecting nothing personal in return?  Your answer will tell you
if you will be a better friend to them or a better sponsor. There's nothing more love about it: putting your life on the ground for your friends.  (John 15:13, NIV) Contribution from a leader in the restoration of the plateau. ©2015 A sponsor in Celebrate Recovery is someone who has completed the four guides for the
participants. He or she worked in the eight principles and the 12 steps. The main purpose of this connection is to choose someone to guide you through the program. Sponsors speak the hard truth and never allow dysfunction. sponsors are there to discuss one-on-one issues that are too personal or would take a long
time to be discussed with the entire open share of sponsors available in times of crisis or potential relapse sponsors serve as a board of support and objective view sponsors encourage and support, while working through the steps and principles CR Step Study Group / Completed 12 steps a continuous year of
sobriety/abstinence, actively attending the honor restoration meetings have their own Sponsor and accountability team should be the same sex as Sponsee SPONSOR S = Give a good example that you show the qualities and characteristics that your sponsees achieve, such as honesty, privacy, desire and compassion
you have the experience of keeping your own home in order , not your physical home, but your spiritual life. To be an effective and godly giver, you must have experience working through the Steps and Principles, and continue to seek greater knowledge of God's Word that the great Sponsor leads using their



weaknesses, in addition to their strengths. By leading only with your strengths, you may appear proud or arrogant, and this can alienate people rather than draw them to you as a Guide. P = Prayer as a sponsor, I must pray for my solders need: physical, emotional and spiritual healing of removing the fog of denying their
protection during temptation O= Unity with Christ that I can/will continue to grow in Christ: to exercise daily prayer and meditate on current responsibility, accompanying recovery meetings practicing 8 Restoration Principles in a small group N= Never condemn ways I can avoid being condemned: be a good listener
respond with sensitivity with prayer considering feedback S = Share Your Personal Experience It is important to share my experience because: it continues my personal healing offers hope showing freedom from our pains, and to close O= open and honest ways of communicating that I can be: be compassionate. Be
careful not to correct the people, the Lord will heal them in His time to listen. Carefully consider the situations before proposing a waiver and postponement proposal. Be strong to point out, in a loving way, harmful patterns of behavior in the R= responsibility I can be responsible for in this role by being available, but
having limits protecting anonymity and confidentiality. The exception is only when someone threatens to harm or offering suggestions rather than making demands, enjoying the victories. Prerequisites for accountability partners • Actively attend honor restoration meetings. • Share a similar recovery area. • Must be of the
same sex. • Develop a deeper relationship with Christ. • Demonstrating growth in their recovery. A-TEAM A = Accountability • Identify with the same recovery area to understand specific struggles and have the same recovery goals. • You must have constant accountability. Regardless of the length of our recovery, we all
need accountability. T = Teamwork • Participate in meetings and events together. The recovery process is based on the system we, not the system I. E = Encouragement • To be an promoter. When you see positive behavior, even if it seems trivial, remember that encouragement gives the feeling of achievement. And this
positive strengthening is a fundamental step in building more positive behavior. A = Ask for help • Be prepared to be vulnerable. It is by exposing our weaknesses to each other that we can ask what we need. If we don't ask for help... we're not getting anything! Each!
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